Fly Guy Presents: Castles
by Tedd Arnold
Fly Guy and his human friend Buzz are on a field trip to learn about castles, join them on this funny romp through history!

Hubble Bubble: Super Spooky Fright Night
by Tracey Corderoy
Pandora's granny--a witch!--causes magical mayhem wherever she goes, from a birthday party where the teddy bears come to life to a bus with a flat tire that turns into a circus train.

Lola Levine and the Vacation Dream
by Monica Brown
Lola Levine is ecstatic to learn that their family will visit her favorite aunt in Peru! While there, she and her brother discover the wonderful adventures to be found in Lima while struggling to stay out of trouble.

Chicken Squad: the First Misadventure
by Doreen Cronin
Dirt, Sweetie, Poppy and Sugar, the chicks of the Chicken Squad, must figure out what Tail the squirrel is so afraid of,…or else!

Where You Going Baby Lincoln
by Kate DiCamillo
Baby Lincoln decides to leave her bossy, older sister Eugenia and go on a necessary journey. On a train trip by herself, Baby makes friends and gains self-confidence, and Eugenia unbends enough to admit that she missed her.

Narwhal: Unicorn of the Sea
by Ben Clanton
Narwhal is a happy-go-lucky narwhal. Jelly is a no-nonsense jellyfish. The two might not have a lot in common, but they do ... love waffles, parties and adventures.

Princess Posey and the First Grade Parade
by Stephanie Greene
Posey is really nervous about starting first grade. But when Posey inspires her new teacher to throw a first-day parade in which all the kids are invited to wear whatever makes them feel the most comfortable, first grade starts to look a lot more promising.

Dory Dory Black Sheep
by Abby Hanlon
When Dory's best friend learns to read before she does, Dory retreats into her wild imagination and finds herself in the middle of one of the babyish books she is struggling to read, where she encounters imaginary friends and enemies.
Ashley Small & Ashlee Tall: the Sleepover
By Michele Jakubowski
Ash and Lee haven't seen each other in two whole weeks! When they decide to host a sleepover party together to reunite, they each have big--and very different--ideas of how it should go. Can the two girls make their plans align in time to put on a fabulous slumber party?

Captain Pug: the Dog Who Sailed the Seas
by Laura James
Pug is going on a seafaring adventure. He's had jam tarts for breakfast. He's wearing a smart sailor suit. There's just one problem: Pug is afraid of the water!

Great Pet Escape
by Victoria Jamieson
The class pets at Daisy P. Flugelhorn Elementary School want OUT... and the deceptively cute hamster in the second-grade classroom is just the guy to lead the way. But when he finally escapes and goes to find his former partners in crime, he finds that they actually LIKE being class pets. Impossible!

The Gold-threaded Dress
2nd All Grade Novel
by Carolyn Marsden
When Oy, who emigrated from Thailand to the United States when she was four, begins fourth grade at a new school, she is teased and excluded because she's different. After she sees a chance to gain some social cachet, she risks both a beloved Thai dress and her self-respect.

Joe and Sparky, Superstars!
by Jamie Michalak
When Joe the giraffe and his friend Sparky, a turtle, see a television talent show, Joe tries to find Sparky's talent so that they can compete.

Annie and Simon
by Catharine O’Neill
A little girl and her long-suffering big brother, accompanied by their unruly dog, experiment with hair styling, paddle their canoe, cope with a bee sting, and watch for falling stars in this sweet early reader.

Cookie Fiasco
by Dan Santat
Four friends. Three cookies. One problem. Hippo, Croc, and the Squirrels are determined to have equal cookies for all! But how?

Baby Monkey, Private Eye
by Brian Selznick
Baby Monkey, private eye, will investigate stolen jewels, missing pizzas, and other mysteries--if he can manage to figure out how to put his pants on.

Absolutely Alfie and the Furry Purry Secret
by Sally Warner
Seven-year-old Alfie Jakes isn’t thrilled when her mom organizes end-of-summer playdates with her soon-to-be classmate, Hanni, but her feelings change when she realizes Hanni’s cat has had kittens! Alfie decides to sneak one home, but keeping a kitten a secret is lot harder than she ever thought!

Gobbolino the Witch’s Cat
1st All Grade Novel
by Ursula Moray Williams
With his bright blue eyes and sparky magic whiskers, no one could mistake Gobbolino for a kitchen cat, but that’s just what he longs to be. So, Gobbolino sets off to find a nice warm fire and a family to care for him. He has many adventures along the way and makes many friends looking for a forever home.